Services
J&R Recycling of Columbia
is here to help the midlands'
metro region make
environmental and financial

Residential Junk Removal
Residential Recycling Pickup
Commercial Junk Removal
Commercial Recycling Plans
Jobsite Cleanup
E-Waste Handling

achievements for a better
tomorrow. We plan to do
this by helping every willing
Carolinian turn trash into
treasure and save precious
resources. We guarantee
that all of what we collect
will be processed
appropriately and
responsibly to protect the
community.

Materials Recycled:
Appliances
Electronics
Small Structures
Furniture
Automotive
Raw Materials

Contact Us
jrrecycling.com
(864)-918-3316

Construction
waste
Clean Plastic
Paper Products
Yard Waste
Misc. (Call!)

J&R
Recycling

"Responsible, reliable recycling"

Recycling and Junk
Removal
Columbia, SC
Forest Acres, SC
Jrrecycling.com

Why Recycle?
Recycling is in high demand
because landfills are filling at a
faster rate than ever before,
and new technologies
combined with resource
scarcity have caused recycling
materials to become more
cost-effective than producing
new ones in many cases. This
means when you recycle with
us, you're helping industry and
the environment
simultaneously!

Why choose J&R?
THE J&R DIFFERENCE
J7R Recycling- Columbia is more
than a junk removal service. We
take pride in following the most
responsible materials handling
practices. What this means is that
when you hire J&R, your waste is
going to be put to use in whatever
way possible in order to protect
the economy and environment
established in our community.

OUR PROCESS
Each item we take is put through a
series of tests to determine where it
will end up next. We follow the
recommended logical order for the
least environmental impact: Reduce,
Reuse, then Recycle. We help
businesses reduce the amount they
are sending to landfills first, so that
we may then reuse any items with
utility and recycle the materials from
those which don't.

R FOR RELIABLE
As a small local business founded in
the Carolinas, we take pride in
making Columbia's metro area
cleaner every day. Our founder
studied Environmental Science at
the University of South Carolina and
made it J&R's Mission to focus on
our home area as a priority. You can
count on us to care about your
cleanup as much as you do.

E-Waste Specialist
FOR A CLEANER TOMORROW

Over the past 40 years, electronics have
made up higher and higher percentages
of landfill waste. Due to hazardous
materials and precious metals present in
electronics, it is important that they go to
recycling and not deteriorate in landfills.
This is the reason South Carolina has
put laws in effect regarding disposal of
electronics, and why J&R Recycling has
stepped up to the plate to ensure proper
disposal of electronics.

